The Stamp Collection (ST) is impeccably framed and matted with a detailed silver line drawing providing the perfect backdrop to highlight the hand-colored intaglios.
Framing Details:

2661 - BLACK WOOD
BURL FRAME

ST775

ST776

ST777

Matte Detail

Stamp Print Background

Itaglio Details:
Music Collection

_Sizing:_

**Specialty**

12”x15”

The Music Collection (MU) features a beautiful wooden shadow box with antique sheet music and a hand-tinted intaglio resulting in truly one of a kind piece that really sings.
The Alfabeto Collection (AB) features a hand-tinted intaglio that complements the background image that is set into a shadowbox frame.
Our Ivory distressed frame is the perfect complement to the intaglios featured in the Aqua Collection. The addition of an aged aqua backdrop helps create an elegant country look.

**Sizing:**

**Specialty**

15” x 19”
Framing Details:

5032 - IVORY RUSTIC FRAME

AQ815

PAINTED TO MATCH FILLET

IVORY MATTE

RUSTIC PRINT BACKGROUND

Intaglio Details:

AG815 INTAGLIO

AG816 INTAGLIO
Traditional and Modern styles unite in the Red & White Collection (RW). A striking grouping of intaglios are framed in gold gilt offering an elegantly arranged presentation.
Framing Details:

4132 - GILDED GOLD FRAME

RW850

NATURAL LINEN BACKGROUND

RW851
The Mini Rectangle Collection (MR) comes framed in a gorgeous Pewter or Gold Leaf moulding with your choice of a single or a set of four intaglio configuration. Deep relief intaglios are stained in Pewter or Gold creating the perfect scenario for a wall grouping.

Sizing:

- Specialty 12”x15”
- Specialty 17”x21”

Choose your Frame style and matching Fillet.

Framing Details:

- 9001 - GOLD LEAF FRAME
- 9011 - PEWTER LEAF FRAME

MATERIALS:

- IVORY MATTE

GALLERY SUPPLEMENT
The Shell Collection (SC) is adorned with tiny shells that are available in several shapes and sizes. The delicately shelled intaglios are set against your choice of three backgrounds along with framing options that allow you to create that perfect selection for your wall.

Sizing:
- Specialty 13”x13”
- Specialty 13”x17”

Choose your Frame style and matching Fillet.

- 8001 - BEADED GOLD FRAME
- F I L L E T  P A I N T E D T O M A T C H
- IVORY MATTE
- (NL) NATURAL LINEN BACKGROUND
- (ML) MAPLE SILK BACKGROUND
- (CL) CHARCOAL LINEN BACKGROUND
- 8011 - BEADED BRONZE FRAME
- F I L L E T  P A I N T E D T O M A T C H
- BEADED GOLD FRAME
- BEADED BRONZE FRAME
- FILLET PAINTED TO MATCH
- NATURAL LINEN BACKGROUND
- CHARCOAL LINEN BACKGROUND
- MAPLE SILK BACKGROUND
- IVORY MATTE
The Shannon Koszyk Collection (SK) of intaglios were taken from Shannon’s own private collection of coins. These unique coins are mounted on a wooden block backing with alligator hide and impeccably finished with a hammered frame.
The **Rondelle Collection** (RO) features our round intaglios which represent our largest intaglios. Here our intaglios are at their most crisp relief and clarity, allowing the viewer to celebrate the story portrayed in great detail.
RO750
31" Diameter

RO752
Gold Wash Version
31" Diameter

RO760
12.5" Diameter

RO761
12.5" Diameter

RO751
31" Diameter

RO753
Gold Wash Version
31" Diameter

RO762
10" Diameter

RO763
10" Diameter